Jarvis

Interoperable and
user-centric finance.

Jarvis cuts the fees and delivers interoperablity to remove the pain of having multiple account for managing one’s finances

An unique account for your finances

Founders

Jarvis is an infinitely scalable financial hub which connects to, and makes interoperable, multiple centralized and

The founders have experience in building

decentralized financial services, products and markets. Users can customize their own hub to manage their finances at

brokers and trading communities.

almost no cost with a single account, from payment to trading, to saving, to lending, etc.
Pascal Tallarida is a trader who
founded one of the largest trading

Technology framework

community in France. He is followed
by 20k+ traders.

The building block of Jarvis is a Web3 wallet which, through open APIs and decentralized protocols, connects to several
partnering centralized and decentralized applications, including our hybrid exchange with a brokerage license. The

Andrew Anderson has built several

partners applications provide financial solutions, while the exchange gives exposure to mulitple financial markets.

brokers and exchanges over the
years.

•

Have full control over your funds and data

•

Manage fiat, crypto and digital asset with fiat gateway

•

Assets can be utilized as medium of payment, or collateral

•

Access multiple financial services through partners Apps and Dapps

•

Trade for free multiple financial markets and products including Fx, stocks, etc.

•

Instant cross-chain and cross-asset class exchange

Cyril Tabet has driven the expansion
of Alpari, Interbank Fx and JFD
Brokers in the top broker worlwide.

Milestone

Go-to-market strategy
Designed to abstract the underlying technology and to empower everyone to derive value from it, the mobile, desktop and

•

web app integrate a web3 browser to launch Dapps. While the mobile app has a focus on payment and asset management,

early adopters and testers. We know very

the desktop and the web one focus on trading.
.

well our future users, their pains and needs.

Click

Click

Mobile app

Web/destkop app

A wallet to manage users funds

A customizable interface with

and assets, payment, transfers,

innovative tools to trade multiple

exchanges, savings etc.

financial markets and products.

1.2M dollars raised among our community of

•

Launch of two prototypes of the trading
platform and of the digital wallet.

•

Brokerage and payment license acquired.

•

Partnership with Daneel, to onboard their
AI-based assistant and power Jarvis.

•

crypto-backed lending platform to pay

AI is the new UI…

+

Partnership with Celsius, the leading
interest on users deposit.

Users can trigger the AI assistant from the ++ button to provide an innovative manner of

•

interaction: it can help automate tasks or ease navigation.

Many partnership for liquidity, lending,
betting, derivatives etc.

Users can write or speak any command, from opening a chart to sending money to a contact.

Jarvis Reward Token (JRT)

Token scarcity and velocity

JRT are distributed monthly to reward users who contribute the most to company growth. JRT grants access to the DAO,

•

420M tokens

•

Grant access to the DAO

•

Distribute a revenue

•

Buying back and burning program

•

Unsold token burnt

which organises bounty and airdrop campaigns to foster user acquisition. As a partner, the DAO receives 25% of the
ecosystem’s revenus (exchange, brokerage, fiat and payment gateway, partnerships) and shares it between JRT holders.

The one who build

The one who add value
Social Media

Developers who are building extensions receive tokens

Partners, users and developers who bring more users and

according to the success of their work.

value to the ecosystem.

https://jarvis.exchange

